International Culture Campus ۨ⾉၄҂ᇵ۫
We are committed to offering global exposure and providing an enriched English learning
environment for our students in the hope of equipping them for the challenges emerging
from accelerating globalization.
We are grateful to the Lutheran Church - Hong Kong Synod for its continuous support in creating
an international culture campus by inviting missionaries and volunteers from the USA to come to
our school. During their stay with us, they have helped organize a wide range of activities for our
students to practise their English language skills as well as their religion. It also gives our children
an opportunity to make close contact with people from the West.
ᅖᇵᗝʙ۸Ρ᧫Ɓ҂ᮆ⩀Ѣƈ㘼প᪤⿏⟳Ϊ̏Ҧ⨫ᮆ⍆⢤⇸тĵᙋ⯎ำପӚۨ⾉⟽ⴍ
㘼『ਊႠႁӺፉᮆຖĶ
⤇ㄴᗿ⩷ᄺΡтဋຊᅖᇵљۨ⾉၄҂ᇵ۫㘼Ⱅ⣃℅ۨ⩷ᄺᱳৄ⽽Ӛ℘ନӗ⊥ᅖ
ᇵ⍆⢤Ӛঽဥᮀƽନ㘼ῌࠟ·҂ᮆ⍆⢤প℺ᕠљӚ̞༞ᵼで㘼៌প᪤⯔⥻ᮆ⍆
⢤প℺ᩛ߇Ӛʀ⯝၄҂ǌᕦĶ

From the fullness of His grace we have all received one blessing after another. (John 1:16)
ుᵈ⥻ᚑᮆೊΫ➀෦ʰⱪやӟƻĵⅦƏೊƇфೊĶ ᾕ⅐ᵼでƁṈҚΥỊ

Our vision

෦ʰᮆカლ

We aim to implement quality Christian education that
our children need to shape up and become pleasing to God.
ၨ✞ݪᰖ҂ʹ⧯ᮆΡǗဥ⇇㘼⮬ךপ᪤უ൳㘼
ᮀᛓ⇸㘼៌ƇୈᮆǗĶ

Our mission

෦ʰᮆɗՋ

To provide quality education, facilitate the whole person
development of students, and nurture good Christian faith.
༖ɮʹ⧯ဥপ㘼ʀ⯝প᪤ΡǗᮀ㘼ও⇇。᪤ՋĶ

A wise man has great power, and a man of knowledge increases strength.(Proverbs 24:5)
უ൳Ǘࠥᄾ⇸т㘼ᄾᱮ⤶ᮆǗтƇфтĶ Ễ⠼ƾҚۏṈǄỊ 

To nurture the ൂݪᰖ

Christian Faith
ဥপ᪤ǲݪᰖ៌ΫỌ㘼ṃʫǗʙǵӚᐓᳯ
͑ˑ⠗㘼ᕠϢጱĵ⥻᮷ᮆ。᪤ՋĶ
Let students take Christ as a model and establish
Christian faith and values leading to a joyous and
spiritually rich life.

Spiritual Growth Activities

。⇇প℺ᕠљ

LCKPS emphasizes the spiritual growth of our students in their daily lives at school.We
offer a Christian-based academic programme with a variety of religious activities, which
aim to enhance students’ understanding of Jesus’s love and grace. We hope that the lives of the
students will be changed through the teaching of God’s words.
ᅖᇵƁᯌǲ↑ ᮆဥ៌ᅖ㘼ⴌ⟽প᪤。ಝᮆ⇇ݩ㘼⯆⯮⡘⡁ࠟ·҂ᮆঽဥᕠљ㘼ɢ
⯜ᄺĵঽဥႁĵ↑⢟ઝჾ↚ᐑᄺĵ⠊এᵼでႁӚপ᪤࠼ۯ㘼⥜প᪤⢚⤶Ơↂᷲ
ݪᰖᮆ൛ൂՖೊΫ㘼ుⅦǱপ᪤⇸఼᪤Ջᮆထ⥗Ֆ⯔ਛ㘼ᕠϢዺᵟ᮰ǗᮆǗ᪤Ķ

From the rising of the sun to the place where it sets, the name of the LORD is to be praised. (Psalms 113:3)
ుႁϢƧۿĵϾႁ␢Ƨ▧ĵↂՖ⏮ᮆԂႶභ⥢℅ᮆĶ ⡿ỎƁᮂƁҚƆỎƆỊ

To enhance Ơ⊑প

Self-directed Learning
❽̏প᪤⊑Ơপ℺ᮆ⇸т㘼
ݩヴপ᪤ᷳዕƠљপ℺ᮆ൞Ķ
To equip students with self-directed learning skills
and help them establish good learning attitude.

LCKPS Self-directed Learning Features ԩ⊑Ơপ℺ဥ⇇ᣡ⋯

1

Learner-centered approach
ǲপ℺ⅢƠ

2

Self-disciplined learning process
⊑⠓ᮽপ℺ᮆ⯮᷋

3

Enriched learning opportunities
⥻ࠟ‒ᮆপ℺Π

4

Mastering effective learning methods
༤ᄾယᮆপ℺ၥᔔ

5

Be responsible for the learning
between teachers and students
᪤Χԁา࿉প℺⦿ǽ

I guide you in the way of wisdom and lead you along straight paths. (Proverbs 4:11)
෦ରຍဥȾ⨜უ൳ᮆ⯳ĵ௮Ⱦ✞ᐓᯌᮆ⩷Ķ Ễ⠼ۏṈҚƁỊ

To develop శᶓ

Self-discipline
ᗟፑᮆᇵチ㘼ও⇇⊑శᶓĵ
ջপά̏ᮆᅔɞᵄᄺʹᶢǗฎĶ
We set goals to help students achieve good
behavior that they need in their future endeavours.

Our school's simplified ethos successfully creates a loving and caring learning
atmosphere. Our moral education encourages students to be respectful to teachers and to
be altruistic towards others. Students are learning to be self-disciplined, well-behaved and
positive in order to become an excellent citizen in the future.
ᅖᇵᇵチᗟፑ㘼⊗т⯔⼭ൂᮆᇵ۫ᒐ۪㘼Ɩⴌջဥ⇇㘼ݩヴপ᪤៌ਇ
ⴌ⯳ĵ៌ǦǗ⡘ഡᮆǗĶ៌ᐔ㘼ᅖᇵ⯆⯮⊧⮋Ρၥȫࠟ·҂ᕠљ⥜প᪤фః⊑శ
ĵᄾᶓẇᐓԆഹ⤶㘼ɞ៌ʹᶢᮆǗĶ

Give thanks to the LORD, for He is good; His love endures forever. (1 Chronicles 16:34)
භᷤ⤇ↂՖ⏮㘼ۓᵈᅖ៌㘼ᵈᮆ൛ൂᒤ⯼⻩খĶ ᐜǰ౧ƇҚΥṈƆҚۏỊ

To broaden ⠗Ƒᫀ

Global Vision
Ͼᖀࠜᮆ⩷ᄺপᇵӚဥᄺ⯝✞⯫পǌᕦ㘼
⼠প᪤ۨ⾉⟽ⴍĶ
We have arranged overseas visitations to Lutheran
schools and churches for our students on a regular
basis.

In order to let our students explore the world in person, we have provided overseas learning
trips for them. This may help them broaden their vision, enrich their life experience and further
develop their minds and thoughts.
We hope that these overseas activities may bring our students the awareness of the importance
of the English language skills, contact with the outside world, learning the cultural differences
as well as the procession of independent and critical thinking abilities.

៌㐮ѭপ᪤⠊⬆ᾳƑᫀ㘼ᅖᇵ៌প᪤༖ɮƊᖀࠜǌᕦᮆ፯ᄺĶᖀࠜ㇀⇸
⟽ⴍՖထ⥗᪤Ջ㘼ᄾчপ᪤ᮆΡǗᮀĶ
ᅖᇵপ᪤⯆⯮ӗфᖀࠜǌᕦ㘼ƊȦ༖Ҟ⢤⠼⇸т㘼ᄰфⴌ⟳ᮆႶ⇸ࠡᯧᐓˤϾԡဎ
ۨࠜ၄҂Ὣĵƻ⠦ƑᫀᮆࠥƊԁĵݩヴᐓᳯᮆ͑ˑ⠗Ֆṃ⊑ƠᮆὫᵟĶ

The LORD is my shepherd, I shall not be in want. (Psalms 23:1)
ↂՖ⏮Ⴖ෦ᮆᣔⅢ㘼෦Ɗ⊖ƪĶ ⡿ỎƾҚƆỎƁỊ
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